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Introduction To International Studies
Introduction to International Relations provides a concise and engaging introduction to the principal international relations theories and,
uniquely, explores how theory can be used to analyse contemporary issues.Readers are introduced to the most important theories,
encompassing both classical and contemporary approaches and debates. Throughout the text the authors encourage readers to consider the
strengths and weaknesses of the theories presented, and the major points of contention between them. In so doing, the text helps the reader
to build a clear understanding of how major theoretical debates link up with each other, and how the structure of the discipline of international
relations is established.Jackson and Sørensen place a strong emphasis throughout on the relationship between theory and practice, carefully
explaining how theories organise and shape our view of the world. A chapter is dedicated to key global issues and how theory can be used as
a tool to analyse and interpret these issues. New to this editionIncreased coverage of significant and current issues in global politics,
including terrorism, religion, the environment, and war and peaceA substantially updated chapter on the contemporary debates in
international political economy, including capitalist diversity, models of development, and inequality New end of chapter questions to
encourage readers to link the key theories to practice, highlighting how theories matter
The challenge of teaching international studies is to help students think coherently about the multiple causes and effects of global problems.
In International Studies: Global Forces, Interactions, and Tensions, award-winning scholars Scott Straus and Barry Driscoll give students a
clear framework that pinpoints how key factors—forces, interactions, and tensions—contribute to world events, with both global and local
consequences. The authors first show students how to look for common patterns in global issues by introducing four world-shaping forces:
global markets, shifting centers of power, information and communications technologies, and global governance. They systematically trace
how these forces prompt interactions among world actors and thus give rise to a set of tensions that spur key challenges. The framework
enables students to ask and answer for themselves—Who is interacting? Where did such interactions develop? What policies or institutions
govern them? Why are they getting certain global and local reactions? Students then apply the framework to the global problems that matter
most to them: human rights abuses, economic inequality, terrorism, forced migration, pandemics and global health responses, climate
change, food security, and more. International Studies raises the bar for the Introduction to IS course, moving beyond interdisciplinary, and
into the realm of critical analysis to increase student relevancy and motivation. Give your students the SAGE edge! SAGE edge offers a
robust online environment featuring an impressive array of free tools and resources for review, study, and further exploration, keeping both
instructors and students on the cutting edge of teaching and learning. Learn more at edge.sagepub.com/straus1e. Bundle and Save! Your
students only pay $5 for The CQ Press Career Guide for Global Politics Students when you bundle it with the print version of International
Studies. Use Bundle ISBN: 978-1-5443-5204-6
Now in its fifth edition, this title has been fully revised and updated in the light of recent developments in world politics, with new chapters on
the changing nature of war, human security, and international ethics.
This exciting new textbook challenges the implicit notions inherent in most existing International Relations (IR) scholarship and instead
presents the subject as seen from different vantage points in the global South. Divided into four sections, (1) the IR discipline, (2) key
concepts and categories, (3) global issues and (4) IR futures, it examines the ways in which world politics have been addressed by traditional
core approaches and explores the limitations of these treatments for understanding both Southern and Northern experiences of the
"international." The book encourages readers to consider how key ideas have been developed in the discipline, and through systematic
interventions by contributors from around the globe, aims at both transforming and enriching the dominant terms of scholarly debate. This
empowering, critical and reflexive tool for thinking about the diversity of experiences of international relations and for placing them front and
center in the classroom will help professors and students in both the global North and the global South envision the world differently. In
addition to general, introductory IR courses at both the undergraduate and graduate levels it will appeal to courses on sociology and
historiography of knowledge, globalization, neoliberalism, security, the state, imperialism and international political economy.
Fully revised and updated, the second edition of Introduction to Global Politics places an increased emphasis on the themes of continuity and
change. It continues to explain global politics using an historical approach, firmly linking history with the events of today. By integrating theory
and political practice at individual, state, and global levels, students are introduced to key developments in global politics, helping them make
sense of major trends that are shaping our world. This is a highly illustrated textbook with informative and interactive boxed material
throughout. Chapter opening timelines contextualise the material that follows, and definitions of key terms are provided in a glossary at the
end of the book. Every chapter ends with student activities, cultural materials, and annotated suggestions for further reading that now include
websites. Key updates for this edition: New chapter on 'The causes of war and the changing nature of violence in global politics' New chapter
on 'Technology and global politics' Enhanced coverage of theory including post-positivist theories Uses ‘levels of analysis’ framework
throughout the text New material on the financial crisis, BRIC and Iran Introduction to Global Politics continues to be essential reading for
students of political science, global politics and international relations.
This textbook provides a multidisciplinary introduction to global and international studies. Offering unrivalled breadth and depth, it covers all
the key dimensions of the topic, including broad introductions to international politics and economics, and focused surveys of topics from
human rights and migration to conflict and the environment. John McCormick's lucid writing style renders complex information
understandable to all students. Full-colour photographs, maps, tables and figures bring the subject to life and innovative pedagogical features
emphasize the importance of understanding perspectives and experiences different from one's own worldview. Assuming no prior knowledge
of the subject, this textbook is ideal for undergraduate students worldwide who are taking introductory modules in global and international
studies. The text can also be used by undergraduate students taking courses on globalization.
Taking an interdisciplinary approach, An Introduction to Global Studies presents readers with a solid introduction to the complex,
interconnected forces and issues confronting today's globalized world. Introduces readers to major theories, key terms, concepts, and notable
theorists Equips readers with the basic knowledge and conceptual tools necessary for thinking critically about the complex issues facing the
global community Includes a variety of supplemental features to facilitate learning and enhance readers' understanding of the material
Undergraduate students in most preliminary courses in international politics are introduced to realist, liberal, and constructivist approaches,
supplementing this theoretical introduction with conceptual discussions of the state, international system, and/or decision-making and policy
formation. By the end of their college experience, undergraduate IR majors will engage coursework more narrowly focused on an empirical
outcome, such as war, economic integration, development, or migration. These advanced courses are directly linked to modern research
agendas and graduate level course material, usually with few references to the theoretical paradigms taught in introductory classes. This
volume seeks to bridge the gap between what is taught in early undergraduate education and what is created by scholars, uniting abstract
theoretical principles with practical contemporary policy and testable empirical questions.
Invaluable to students and those approaching the subject for the first time, An Introduction to International Relations,
Second Edition provides a comprehensive and stimulating introduction to international relations, its traditions and its
changing nature in an era of globalisation. Thoroughly revised and updated, it features chapters written by a range of
experts from around the world. It presents a global perspective on the theories, history, developments and debates that
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shape this dynamic discipline and contemporary world politics. Now in full-colour and accompanied by a password-
protected companion website featuring additional chapters and case studies, this is the indispensable guide to the study
of international relations.
A third edition of this book is now available. Negotiating a Complex World introduces undergraduate students of
international relations to the high stakes world of international negotiation. The book uses the analogy of a board game
as an organizing technique and includes many real-world cases and examples to illustrate important concepts and
relationships. The authors highlight the intensity of crisis situations for negotiators, the role of culture in communication,
and the impact of domestic-level politics on international negotiations. The book provides students with the tools they
need to analyze why some negotiations are ultimately successful, while others end in failure. This innovative text also
provides exercises and learning approaches to enable students to understand the complexity of negotiation by engaging
in aspects of the diplomatic process themselves.
Introduction to International Studies
Students love good stories. That is why case studies are such a powerful way to engage students while teaching them
about concepts fundamental to the study of international relations. In Cases in International Relations, Glenn Hastedt,
Vaughn P. Shannon, and Donna L. Lybecker help students understand the context of headline events in the international
arena. Organized into three main parts—military, economic, and human security—the book’s fifteen cases examine
enduring and emerging issues from the longstanding Arab-Israeli conflict to the rapidly changing field of cyber-security.
Compatible with a variety of theoretical perspectives, the cases consider a dispute’s origins, issue development, and
resolution so that readers see the underlying dynamics of state behavior and can try their hand at applying theory.
Introduction to International Studies provides students with scholarly essays and articles to familiarize them with the field
of international studies and prepare them to conduct undergraduate research while abroad. Students learn how to
successfully navigate another culture and how to conduct meaningful cross-cultural comparative research. Part I of the
anthology introduces readers to the area of international studies, along with the concepts of a global society, culture, and
intercultural communication. In Part II, students read about various social science research methods, including qualitative
research, quantitative research, and the literature review process. Part III is focused on issues related to cross-cultural
research practices. Students learn about ethical principles, cultural adaptation, and best practices to ensure a successful
study abroad experience. Introduction to International Studies is designed to support students enrolled in courses that
afford them the opportunity to conduct exploratory social science research in another country while studying abroad.
Not so very long ago it seemed reasonable to assert that the influence of religion on global politics was on the wane. As
the Western world became increasingly secular and the process of globalisation deepened, it seemed inevitable - on the
surface at least - that the voice of religion was to be heard softly if it was to be heard at all. This has now changed, and
changed perhaps irrevocably. As Jeff Haynes argues in this thought-provoking and important new book, various religious
'actors' are now significantly involved in international relations and have become a crucial influence on policy in a post-
Westphalian world. International Relations and Religion guides the reader through the complex issues at the heart of this
topic with clarity and insight. This updated second edition starts with a close reading of the many theoretical and
analytical concepts - notably Huntington and the clash of civilisations - that have grown up around this area and then
concludes with a summary of the issues under discussion and attempts to put into context what it means to live in a world
that is increasingly shaped by a whole host of diverse religious groups. Essential reading for students of International
Relations and Politics.
Fully revised and updated, this second edition of Gender Matters in Global Politics is a comprehensive textbook for
advanced undergraduates studying feminism & international relations, gender and global politics and similar courses. It
provides students with an accessible but in-depth account of the most significant theories, methodologies, debates and
issues. This textbook is written by an international line-up of established and emerging scholars from a range of
theoretical perspectives, and brings together cutting-edge feminist scholarship in a variety of issue areas. Key features
and benefits of the book: Introduces students to the wide variety of feminist and gender theory and explains the
relevance to contemporary global politics Explains the insights of feminist theory for a range of other disciplines including
international relations, international political economy and security studies Addresses a large number of key
contemporary issues such as human rights, trafficking, rape as a tool of war, peacekeeping and state-building, terrorism
and environmental politics Features detailed pedagogical tools and resources – seminar exercises, text boxes,
photographs, suggestions for further reading, web resources and a glossary of key terms New chapters on -
Environmental politics and ecology; War; Terrorism and political violence; Land, food and water; International legal
institutions; Peacebuilding institutions and post-conflict reconstruction; Citizenship; Art, aesthetics and emotionality; and
New social media and global resistance. This text enables students to develop a sophisticated understanding of the work
that gender does in policies and practices of global politics.
This long-awaited new edition has been fully updated and revised by the original authors as well as two new members of
the author team. Based on many years of active research and teaching it takes the discipline's most difficult aspects and
makes them accessible and interesting. Each chapter builds up an understanding of the different ways of looking at the
world. The clarity of presentation allows students to rapidly develop a theoretical framework and to apply this knowledge
widely as a way of understanding both more advanced theoretical texts and events in world politics. Suitable for first and
second year undergraduates studying international relations and international relations theory.
Global Studies Research is a research methods textbook designed for interdisciplinary International Studies majors and their
faculty. The textbook introduces interdisciplinarity, provides basic building blocks of relevant disciplinary knowledge, explains a
process for integrating knowledge from multiple disciplines, and models this interdisciplinary International Studies Research
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Process in its presentation of the case studies.
The Oxford Handbook of International Relations offers the most authoritative and comprehensive overview to date of the field of
international relations. Arguably the most impressive collection of international relations scholars ever brought together within one
volume, the Handbook debates the nature of the field itself, critically engages with the major theories, surveys a wide spectrum of
methods, addresses the relationship between scholarship and policy making, and examines the field's relation with cognate
disciplines. The Handbook takes as its central themes the interaction between empirical and normative inquiry that permeates all
theorizing in the field and the way in which contending approaches have shaped one another. In doing so, the Handbook provides
an authoritative and critical introduction to the subject and establishes a sense of the field as a dynamic realm of argument and
inquiry. The Oxford Handbook of International Relations will be essential reading for all of those interested in the advanced study
of global politics and international affairs.
Now in its second edition, this concise introduction to the wide-ranging field of international studies provides an overview of the
political, social, economic, and cultural issues that shape our world. Known for its accessible tone, this text helps students develop
a thorough understanding ofour increasingly complicated and interconnected world while presenting an informed, Canadian
perspective on important global issues.
This exciting new textbook provides an accessible and lively introduction to international relations for students encountering the
subject for the first time. Presenting complex ideas, concepts and arguments in a straightforward and conversational way, the
textbook explains international relations from a diplomatic perspective, emphasizing co-existence in the absence of agreement,
and developing students’ ability to make sense of the current conditions of international uncertainty. Introducing students to the
major theories and issues in international relations, each chapter: is written to a common structure, dividing each topic into
sections with learning objectives within each section to provide points of focus for students and instructors includes extensive text
box examples and short case studies for reflection and discussion provides key terms, key takeaways and simple exercises which
require short responses offers a suggested list of further readings for those who wish to explore a topic further. The first
introductory textbook to take a diplomatic approach, this text is essential reading for all those looking to take their first steps into
the study of international relations in an era of uncertainty.
Since the 1950s, globalization has been an increasingly irresistible trend and one that has exerted a tremendous impact on the
political, economic, military, environmental, and social fortunes of mankind - and yet, existing theories in humanities and social
sciences have been fundamentally built upon the traditional "nation-state" model. These two volumes, a pioneering work on global
studies to be published out of China, aims at creating a new theoretical framework against the backdrop of globalization. Volume 1
introduces the core concepts and discusses the critical issues of globalization while the editors redefine notions of politics,
economics, law, and globality while deploying globalization as a theoretical framework. Volume 2 examines the multi-level and
multi-dimensional nature of globalization, analysing processes and systems of global society in the light of globalization, and
exploring the construction of a stable and rational global order. These two volumes of global studies are an essential reference for
scholars and students in politics, economics, international relations and law.
In the current era we have the ability to wage global war, interact economically and culturally with any part of the world, and
communicate with each other in real time. Our horizons are now global. Time and space have contracted. This text takes the
change in our horizons as a key feature of modern international relations, examining how international politics and the relations
between nations and states have become global politics. Rather than survey a large array of issues and theories, Spruyt provides
students with particular "tools of the trade" and with different perspectives to understand given empirical puzzles. Each section of
the book discusses key theories, which may be useful in understanding the issues in question, and then applies them to empirical
cases in order to demonstrate how theory relates to practice. Case studies allow for both an historical and comparative approach.
Existing textbooks on international relations treat history in a cursory fashion and perpetuate a Euro-centric perspective. This
textbook pioneers a new approach by historicizing the material traditionally taught in International Relations courses, and by
explicitly focusing on non-European cases, debates and issues. The volume is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on
the international systems that traditionally existed in Europe, East Asia, pre-Columbian Central and South America, Africa and
Polynesia. The second part discusses the ways in which these international systems were brought into contact with each other
through the agency of Mongols in Central Asia, Arabs in the Mediterranean and the Indian Ocean, Indic and Sinic societies in
South East Asia, and the Europeans through their travels and colonial expansion. The concluding section concerns contemporary
issues: the processes of decolonization, neo-colonialism and globalization – and their consequences on contemporary society.
History of International Relations provides a unique textbook for undergraduate and graduate students of international relations,
and anybody interested in international relations theory, history, and contemporary politics.
An engaging and sophisticated new IR text that will inspire a new generation of scholars and practitioners
This core text is the first to provide a much-needed interdisciplinary approach to international studies. Emphasizing the
interconnected nature of history, geography, anthropology, economics, and political science, International Studies details the
methodologies and subject matter of each discipline then applies these discipline lenses to seven regions: Europe; East Asia and
the Pacific; South and Central Asia; sub-Saharan Africa; the Middle East and North Africa; Latin America; and North America. This
disciplinary and regional combination provides an indispensable, cohesive framework for understanding global issues. The fully
updated fourth edition includes four new global issues chapters: The Refugee Crisis in Europe; The Syrian Civil War and the Rise
of the Islamic State; Global Climate Change; and The Globalization of Modern Sports. .
The second edition of this bestselling introductory textbook provides a truly comprehensive and accessible guide to international
affairs. Bringing together the combined decades of experience in researching and teaching global politics of three acclaimed
scholars, this text introduces students to what is happening in our complex and rapidly changing world and enables them to
analyse those events. Pedagogically driven, the book is structured around enduring questions that reflect the key concepts in
world politics. It makes use of the levels of analysis framework and boxed features to highlight connections between theory and
practice, aspirations and reality and history and contemporary events. This fully updated second edition includes a brand new
chapter on International Organizations, a new feature to give students an insight into the latest academic research, and has been
extensively rewritten throughout. This is an ideal textbook for introductory modules for political science and international relations
undergraduate students. This new edition offers: - A brand new chapter on International Law and Organizations - A new Academic
Insights feature in every chapter encouraging closer connections with the latest academic research - New author video debates on
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thought-provoking questions - Extensively rewritten chapters to include the latest advances in thinking and contemporary case
examples - A historically-driven, empirical narrative to answer broad enduring questions - A rigorous analytic approach, covering
pluralistic theoretical approaches - A comprehensive companion website, including videos, author debates, simulation activities,
quizzes and teaching tools.
This outstanding book is the first comprehensive introduction to the English School of International Relations. Written by leading
ES scholar Barry Buzan, it expertly guides readers through the English School’s formative ideas, intellectual and historical roots,
current controversies and future avenues of development. Part One sets out the English School’s origins and development,
explaining its central concepts and methodological tools, and placing it within the broader canon of IR theory. Part Two offers a
detailed account of the historical, regional and social structural strands of the English School, explaining the important link
between the school’s historical projects and its interest in a societal approach to international relations. Part Three explores the
School’s responses to the enduring problems of order and justice, and highlights the changing balance between pluralist and
solidarist institutions in the evolution of international society over the past five centuries. The book concludes with a discussion of
the English School’s ongoing controversies and debates, and identifies opportunities for further research. For students new to the
topic this book will provide an accessible and balanced overview, whilst those already familiar with the ES will be prompted to look
afresh at their own understanding of its significance and potentiality.
This title was first published in 2000: An in-depth look at the definition of power. The writing is well crafted and very readable and
comprises a range of theoretical deliberations and analysis of the numerous aspects of political power and its use in international
relations. This includes an examination of idea and structure: population; territory; economics; military; the political system;
ideology; and morale and its forms appearing in international relations in the past, present and future: influence and force. This,
coupled with the author’s gift for teasing out the pertinent points in an argument and using relevant and interesting examples,
provides an excellent piece of comprehensive insight into a theory of political power.
Based on many years of teaching international relations courses and long-time collaboration between the authors, this major new
text provides an authoritative introduction to international relations and to the long-standing questions that have engaged
generations of IR scholars and students. Boxed features in each chapter help students navigate the 'levels of analysis', view the
world from multiple perspectives, and 'make connections' between theory and practice, past and present, and aspirations and
reality.
A 'Day 0' introduction to International Relations. Written by a range of emerging and established experts, the chapters offer a
broad sweep of the basic components of International Relations and the key contemporary issues that concern the discipline. The
narrative arc forms a complete circle, taking readers from no knowledge to competency.
This innovative introduction to international and global studies, updated and revised in a new edition, offers instructors in the social
sciences and humanities a core textbook for teaching undergraduates in this rapidly growing field. Encompassing the latest
scholarship in what is a markedly interdisciplinary endeavor, Shawn Smallman and Kimberley Brown introduce key concepts,
themes, and issues and then examine each in lively chapters on essential topics that include the history of globalization;
economic, political, and cultural globalization; security, energy, and development; health; agriculture and food; and the
environment. Within these topics, the authors explore such timely and pressing subjects as commodity chains, labor (including
present-day slavery), human rights, multinational corporations, and the connections among them. New to this edition: * The latest
research on debates over privacy rights and surveillance since Edward Snowden's disclosures * Updates on significant political
and economic developments throughout the world, including a new case study of European Union, Icelandic, and Greek
responses to the 2008 fiscal crisis * The newest information about the rise of fracking, the Fukushima nuclear disaster, the decline
of the Peak Oil movement, and climate change, including the latter's effects on the Arctic and Antarctica * A dedicated website with
authors' blog and a teaching tab with syllabi, class activities, and well-designed, classroom-tested resources * An updated
teacher's manual available online, including sample examination questions, additional resources for each chapter, and special
assistance for teaching ESL students * Updated career advice for international studies majors
This book discusses the contribution of philosophers and thinkers whose ideas have recently begun to permeate international
relations theory. It provides an introduction to the contemporary debates regarding theories and methodologies used to study
international relations, particularly the relationships between interpretive accounts of social action, European philosophical
traditions, hermeneutics and the discipline of international relations. The authors provides a platform for dialogue between
theorists and researchers engaged in a more specific area studies, geo-political studies, political theory and historical accounts of
international politics. The volume analyzes a variety of theoretical and explores the work of Nietzsche, Heidegger, Gramsci,
Wittgenstein, Gadamer, Levinas, Bakhtin, Patocka, Derridean, Deleuze and Susan Sontag. Making an important contribution to
discussions about how to study the complexities of world politics, this book will be of interest to students and researchers of
international relations, politics, sociology, philosophy and political theory.
Adaptation to the United States Academic Culture for International Students provides readers with engaging articles that illuminate
key differences between the culture of America and that of foreign nations, especially with regard to the higher education system.
The collection empowers students to analyze and discuss cultural differences, develop skillsets that will help them thrive in the
American educational system, and build their cross-cultural communication skills and competencies. The anthology is divided into
three parts. In Part I, students are introduced to cultural concepts, key terms and ideas in human communication, and the main
cultural differences international students are likely to discover when studying at a university in the United States. Part II focuses
on cross-cultural adaptation, featuring articles about interacting with American professors, time management, effective study and
attendance habits, and America's emphasis on academic integrity. The final part includes readings that examine nonverbal
communication and the relationship between language and culture. Featuring invaluable content and scholarly insight, Adaptation
to the United States Academic Culture for International Students is an ideal resource for students who've recently begun studies in
the U.S., as well as university programs that seek to support the adaptation and overall experience of international students at
their institution. Mei Zhong earned her Ph.D. from Kent State University. She is an associate professor in the School of Journalism
and Media Studies at San Diego State University, where she also serves as the advisor for the international studies minor in the
College of Professional Studies and Fine Arts. Dr. Zhong has been involved in promoting international education for over 20 years
and serves as a faculty coordinator for several educational exchange programs between SDSU and international universities. In
addition, she has served as the president of the Association for Chinese Communication Studies, an affiliated organization of the
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National Communication Association.
A classic textbook on international relations updated to take account of recent research and the consequences of the end of the
cold war. Covers both foreign policy analysis and the international environment. Introduces students to methodology and
international relations and looks at the important role now played by multinational corporations and at the independences that have
formed in the last two decades.
This new volume explores the theory and practice of war and peace in modern historical context. In fifteen clear and concise
chapters, this book hits the high and low points of international politics over a two hundred year period, plus a brief foray into the
future out to 2025. War, Peace and International Relations serves as an excellent introduction to the international history of the
past two centuries, showing how those two centuries were shaped and reshaped extensively by war. This book takes a broad view
of what was relevant to the causes, courses, and consequences of wars. This upper-level textbook is an invaluable resource for
students of strategic studies, security studies, international relations and international history.
This clear and concise text takes as its starting point the theoretical frameworks that are the foundation of current international
relations. Kaufman explains the traditional theories, but also makes a place for understanding the areas that lie outside of or
cannot be explained by those approaches. Although levels of analysis are the primary unifying force, the book also assesses what
this approach does not explain about the contemporary international system.
Shawn C. Smallman and Kimberley Brown's popular introductory textbook for undergraduates in international and global studies is
now released in a substantially revised and updated third edition. Encompassing the latest scholarship in what has become a
markedly interdisciplinary endeavor and an increasingly chosen undergraduate major, the book introduces key concepts, themes,
and issues and then examines each in lively chapters on essential topics, including the history of globalization; economic, political,
and cultural globalization; security, energy, and development; health; agriculture and food; and the environment. Within these
topics the authors explore such diverse and pressing subjects as commodity chains, labor (including present-day slavery),
pandemics, human rights, and multinational corporations and the connections among them. This textbook, used successfully in
both traditional and online courses, provides the newest and most crucial information needed for understanding our rapidly
changing world. New to this edition: *Close to 50% new material *New illustrations, maps, and tables *New and expanded
emphases on political and economic globalization and populism; health; climate change, and development *Extensively revised
exercises and activities *New resume-writing exercise in careers chapter *Thoroughly revised online teacher's manual
This book is designed to familiarise students with leading International Relations (IR) theories and their explanation of political
events, phenomena, and processes which cross the territorial boundaries of the state. Thus, students will be exposed to the
interplay between power, interest, ideas, identity, and resistance, in explaining continuity and change in international relations.
Developed to provide students with the analytical tools and intellectual frameworks needed to understand the behaviour of
different international actors in contemporary global affairs. This textbook responds to the challenges of a dynamic job market by
assisting students to gain both thorough theoretical knowledge and training them to apply this knowledge to real world problems.
In short, this textbook delivers: A comprehensive and interdisciplinary approach to the examination of national, regional and global
trends in politics, economics and socio-cultural developments allowing students to understand: ¢ the practice and theory of
contemporary international relations ¢ the politics, culture, history, and economies of different regions around the world ¢ the role
played by international interactions, culture, and government in local, national, and global settings. Equipping students with the
proficiency: ¢ to understand and interpret the dynamics, patterns, and issues of global affairs ¢ to know how to get more
information about particular questions ¢ to evaluate that information independently and effectively. To these ends, the textbook
provides a number of features that will appeal to students and avoids overwhelming students with chapters on topics which (in
practice) are rarely on courses, while nonetheless providing a comprehensive overview of the field. Introduces students to the
main debates, topics, and terms in the field and allows them to decide which they would like to focus on in their further studies.
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